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Abstract: Radish (Raphanus sativus L.) is a globally significant vegetable and relies on cytoplasmic
male sterile (CMS) lines for hybrid seed production. The NWB CMS type is favored over Ogura CMS
for its ease in maintainer screening. Despite its varied mitochondrial configurations and unvalidated
sterile gene, we re-sequenced the mitochondrial genome of NWB CMS Tibet A and verified the
function of the sterility gene via genetic transformation of Arabidopsis thaliana. The mitochondrial
genomes of Tibet A could be assembled into circular DNA molecules, with a mitochondrial genome
size of 239,184 bp. Our analysis indicated that the specific orf463a was the CMS-associated gene
in Tibet A, sharing sequence consistency with the CMS gene in DCGMS and NWB CMS YB-A.
Collinearity analysis showed that the mitochondrial genomes of NWB CMS Tibet A, DCGMS, and
NWB CMS YB-A share the same mitotype, with structural variations due to recombination via a
9731 bp long repeat sequence and a 508 bp short repeat sequence. Driven by the Ap3 promoter,
transgenic Arabidopsis with orf463a exhibited male sterility, confirming the gene’s potential role in
CMS. In this study, we assembled a new isomeric form of NWB CMS mitochondrial genome and
proved the function of the candidate sterile gene.

Keywords: radish; cytoplasmic male sterility; NWB CMS; mitochondrial genome; orf463a;
transgenic plants

1. Introduction

Cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) is a phenomenon in which the pistils function
normally, but the stamens fail to produce viable pollen. This condition has been identified
in over 150 plant species [1]. In 1976, groundbreaking research by American scholars
established the link between mitochondrial DNA variation and the occurrence of CMS
through a comparative analysis of mitochondrial genome enzyme fragments of maize T
CMS and normal [2]. Numerous studies have demonstrated that CMS is caused by specific
open reading frames (ORFs) formed by the homologous recombination of repeat sequences
within the mitochondrial genome [3,4]. Sterility can be reversed by nuclear restorer genes
(RR) or maintained by the recessive genotype (rr). Breeders have extensively utilized CMS
in the selective breeding of hybrid crops, significantly contributing to increases in crop
yield, quality, and resistance [5–9].
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The identification of the CMS genes is crucial for understanding the molecular basis
of CMS and for its application in breeding. However, because of its maternal inheritance,
it cannot be verified using classical genetic mapping as with nuclear genes. Instead,
traditional methods involve comparing the transcript or protein levels of sterile lines with
maintainer lines, restorer lines, or hybrids between sterile lines and restorer lines. For
instance, the identification of the maize T CMS sterility gene URF-13 was accomplished
by analyzing and comparing proteome differences in the sterile line and the F1 generation
of the hybrid [10]. Similarly, sterility genes in wheat AP CMS (orf256) and sugar beet I-12
CMS (orf129) were confirmed using analogous methods [11,12]. The sterility genes in rice
HL CMS (orfH79), rice RT98A CMS (orf113), and rapeseed Pol CMS (orf224) were identified
by comparing the differences in mitochondrial transcripts between the sterile lines and
their corresponding maintainer lines [13–15]. Recently, the advent of cost-effective, high-
throughput sequencing technology has revolutionized the validating of sterility genes. By
comparing mitochondrial genome sequences between sterile lines and maintainer lines
through sequencing, researchers can swiftly identify sterile line-specific ORFs and validate
candidate sterility genes. This approach has successfully been used in the detecting of
sterility genes in various crops, such as orf352 in rice RT120 CMS [16], the orf507 in pepper
Peterson CMS [17], the orf346 in rapeseed Nsa CMS [18], the orf725 in onion T CMS [19],
and the orf88 in mandarin [20], among others.

Mitochondrial transgenesis and gene editing techniques are the most direct means to
validate the functionality of sterility genes. Most of the successful cases of mitochondrial
gene genetic transformation have been achieved by fusing a mitochondrial targeting signal
(Mitochondrial Targeting Sequence, MTS) to the front end of a sterility gene, combined with
the use of an another specific expression genes’ promoter (such as AP3, TA29, Lat52). For
example, the Lat52 promoter was combined with the atp9 mitochondrial targeting signal
to genetically transform tobacco with the maize T CMS sterile gene URF-13, resulting in a
sterile phenotype [21]. The MTS of coxIV was fused to the 5’ end of the sterility gene orf147
of pigeonpea A4 CMS, which was driven by the AP3 gene promoter, resulting in sterile
phenotypes in transgenic Arabidopsis and tobacco plants [22]. Similarly, infertility trans-
genic Arabidopsis plants were successfully obtained by integrating the rapeseed hau CMS
sterility gene orf288 with the MTS of Rfp under the control of the 35S promoter [23]. With
the advancement of gene editing technologies, recent applications involving mitochondria-
targeted transcription activator-like effector nucleases (mito-TALENs) have enabled tar-
geted knockout of orf79 in rice (BTA CMS) and orf125 in rapeseed (Kosena CMS), resulting
in plants with restored fertility, which offers a novel method for exploring the functions
of mitochondrial sterility genes [24]. However, the construction process of mito-TALENs
vectors is complex, making it difficult for general laboratories to master this technology.
Meanwhile, the simpler and more efficient CRISPR-Cas9 technology has not yet achieved a
breakthrough in plant mitochondrial gene editing [25,26]. Therefore, traditional transgenic
technology remains the main method for verifying mitochondrial gene functions.

Radish (Raphanus sativus L.) is an essential crop of the Brassicaceae family, which
can be used as a vegetable, oil crop, and cover plant [27]. As a typical cross-pollinated
plant, it demonstrates significant heterosis. Utilizing cytoplasmic male sterility to produce
commercial F1 hybrids is the main approach for hybrid variety breeding [27]. In 1968,
Japanese researchers first discovered Ogura CMS in radish [28]. Subsequently, this cyto-
plasm type was transferred into other Brassicaceous crops through crossing or cell fusion,
becoming the most extensively studied and widely applied CMS in Brassicaceous crops [29].
By comparing the differences in mitochondrial transcripts between the sterile line and
fertility-reverted somatic hybrids of Ogura CMS in Brassica napus, the sterile gene orf138
was identified [30,31]. The ORF138 protein has a transmembrane domain that acts on the
inner membrane of mitochondria, which exerts cytotoxicity, leading to energy deficiency
in pollen development and causing sterility [32,33]. Mitochondrial genome sequencing
later revealed extensive recombination in Ogura CMS, with orf138 at the edge of the largest
unique sequences [34]. In 2005, Nahm et al. discovered NWB CMS, which completely dif-
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fers from Ogura CMS, with some visible non-functional pollen. Although 58 breeding lines
from various countries were crossed with the NWB CMS, no restorer line was detected [35].
More recently, another new radish CMS designated as Dongbu cytoplasmic and for genic
male sterility (DCGMS) introduced from Uzbekistan was found. The DCGMS showed a
phenotype similar to that of NWB CMS. NWB CMS-specific molecular marker bands can be
amplified in almost all radish germplasms, including DCGMS, speculating that NWB CMS
and DCGMS might be the same type [36]. The DCGMS mitochondrial genome sequencing
uncovered a chimeric gene, orf463, which may be a candidate gene for its sterility. This
gene has significant characteristics of CMS genes, located in a unique sequence region,
comprising a chimera of 128 bp partial sequences of the coxI gene and 1261 bp of unknown
sequences, encoding 12 transmembrane structural proteins [37]. Yamagishi et al. found that
the orf463 is present in black radishes, and identified that the DCGMS mitotype coexists
with the black radish mitotype in a sub-stoichiometric ratio [38]. Subsequently, researchers
discovered that the mitochondrial genome structure of NWB CMS in YB-A is completely
consistent with the Japanese black radish, and DCGMS is a repeat sequence-mediated
allelic isomer. Another coexisting isomeric form was confirmed in YB-A, but it failed to
assemble this mitochondrial genome structure successfully [39]. The expression level of the
NWB CMS sterility gene orf463a in sterile buds is significantly higher, and sterile plants can
be obtained using fertile strains containing the orf463a as the female parent crossed with
normal cytoplasm, indirectly proving that orf463a is the candidate gene for sterility in NWB
CMS [38–40]. However, there is still no direct evidence that the gene causes male infertility.

To analyze the differences in the mitochondrial genome configurations of radish NWB
CMS under various nuclear genotypes, this study re-sequenced the radish NWB CMS
mitochondrial genome. This was achieved by combining Illumina and PacBio sequencing
technologies, successfully assembling the presumed isomeric form previously identified by
Wang et al. [39]. Furthermore, by employing genetic transformation techniques to intro-
duce the sterility gene orf463a into Arabidopsis, plants exhibiting the sterility phenotype
were successfully produced, providing direct evidence that orf463a is capable of inducing
cytoplasmic male sterility. These studies will lay the groundwork for further analysis of the
cytoplasmic male sterility mechanism and the nucleo-cytoplasmic interaction relationship
in radish NWB CMS.

2. Results
2.1. Mitochondrial Genomes Composition of Tibet A and Tibet B

Utilizing Illumina HiSeq and PacBio sequencing technologies, both the mitochondrial
genomes of NWB CMS sterile line Tibet A and the maintainer line Tibet B were successfully
assembled into circular sequences with sizes of 239,184 bp (NCBI No.OM867576) and
258,440 bp (NCBI No.OM867577), respectively. The GC contents of Tibet A and Tibet B
genomes were 45.14% and 45.20%, respectively, aligning closely with other Brassicaceae
crops. The Tibet A mitochondrial genome is 19,256 bp smaller than Tibet B, with the
primary differences attributed to variations in intergenic regions and repeat sequences
(Table 1).

Both Tibet A and B mitochondrial genomes contain 33 protein-coding genes, 3 rRNA
genes, and 16 types of tRNA genes (Figure 1, Table S1). Among the 33 conserved protein-
coding genes, 18 are associated with the electron transport chain and ATP synthesis,
comprising nine Complex I genes (nad1, nad2, nad3, nad4, nad4L, nad5, nad6, nad7, and nad9),
one Complex III gene (cob), three Complex IV genes (cox1, cox2, and cox3), and five Complex
V genes (atp1, atp4, atp6, atp8, and atp9). Additionally, five genes are related to the biogenesis
of cytochrome C (ccmFC, ccmFN1, ccmFN2, ccmB, and ccmC), eight genes encode ribosomal
protein (rpl2, rpl5, rpl16, rps3, rps4, rps7, rps12, and rps14), and the remaining two encode
maturase (matR) and orfX (tatc). Both mitochondrial genomes of Tibet A and Tibet B have
two copies of atp9, and compared to Tibet A, there is variation causing non-synonymous
mutation (from valine to isoleucine) at the 22nd amino acid position between two atp9
genes, which is consistent with the difference within the DCGMS mitotype and NWB
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CMS YB-A mitotype [37,39], while the sequences of two atp9 genes in Tibet B mitotype are
entirely identical.
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tainer line Tibet B (b). Genes on the forward and reverse stands are depicted on the circle’s outside
and inside, respectively. The two gray layers represent the GC content in the mitochondrial genome.
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Table 1. Mitochondrial genome composition of Tibet A and Tibet B.

Features Tibet A Tibet B

Genome size (bp) 239,184 258,440
GC content (%) 45.14 45.20

Protein coding genes (types/numbers) 33/34 33/34
tRNAs (types/numbers) 16/25 16/26

tRNAs sequences length (bp) and ratio (%) 1937/0.81 1944/0.75
rRNAs 3 3

rRNAs length (bp) and ratio (%) 4911/2.05 4911/1.91
Protein coding genes sequences length (bp) and ratio (%) 30,603/12.80 30,276/11.71

Intergenic regions sequences length (bp) and ratio (%) 208,581/87.20 228,164/88.29
Chloroplast migration sequences length (bp) and ratio (%) 7490/3.13 7486/2.90

Repeated sequences length (bp) and ratio (%) 27,217/11.38 31,564/12.21

2.2. Screening for Genes Responsible for Male Sterility in Tibet A Mitogenome

To identify genes associated with CMS, the mitochondrial genomes of Tibet A and
Tibet B were compared to detect mutations in 33 protein-coding genes, and the specific
ORFs were also analyzed. We detected nine SNPs in eight protein-coding genes between
the mitochondrial genomes of Tibet A and Tibet B, which led to amino acid changes at
all eight sites, and one gene showed an indel mutation (Table 2). These variation sites
are confirmed to be generally present in the mitochondrial genomes of radishes and are
unrelated to male sterility [34,37,39,41].

Table 2. Sequence variations between Tibet A and Tibet B mitochondrial genes encoding known proteins.

Gene Position from
Start Codon (on CDS)

Nucleotide Variation
(Tibet A–Tibet B)

Amino Acid Change
(Tibet A–Tibet B)

rps3 551 A-G E-G
matR 488 T-C I-T

rpl2 204 A-G N-D
840 C-T R-* Premature stop

atp8 370 A-C I-L
449 T-C V-A

nad7 685 A-G D-G
rps4 776 C-T S-F
ccmC 351 G-A Synonymous
atp9b 64 A-G I-V

ccmFN1 362 T-* Frame shifted deletion

Additionally, we used the ORF Finder software to scan for orfs (≥300 bp) within the
mitochondrial genomes of the NWB CMS sterile line Tibet A and the maintainer line Tibet
B. A total of 62 and 73 orfs of unknown function were detected in Tibet A and Tibet B,
respectively, with 11 being specific to Tibet A (Table 3). Further sequence feature analysis
on the particular orfs in the Tibet A mitogenome identified six orfs (orf119C, orf123a, orf261a,
orf322a, orf381a, orf463a) that could encode transmembrane proteins. Among them, orf463a,
which encodes 12 transmembrane domains, is located in a unique region of the Tibet
A mitochondrial genome and shares a 128 bp homologous sequence with coxI. orf463a
possesses the typical characteristics of a sterility gene, making it a candidate sterility gene
for Tibet A (Figure S1). The sequence comparison indicated that the orf463a is identical to
the previously reported DCGMS sterility gene orf463, as well as the sterility gene orf463a
associated with NWB-CMS YB-A.
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Table 3. Features of unique orf genes in Tibet A.

Features of the orf Genes orf ID

In the unique region orf463a

In the non-unique region orf115C, orf119C, orf124a, orf107a, orf123a, orf249a, orf261a,
orf322a, orf381a, orf474a

Chimeric structure orf463a
Transmembrane domain orf119C, orf123a, orf261a, orf322a, orf381a, orf463a

Analyzing the specific ORFs of the maintainer line Tibet B, we found that its orf138a is
homologous to orf138 in Ogura CMS. It differs by five SNPs from the Type A orf138 sequence
in the mitochondrial genome AB694744.1 [34], with non-synonymous mutations occurring at
positions 391 and 392 (from arginine to glutamic) and position 394 (from leucine to valine)
(Figure S2). The results showed that orf138a differed from the reported nine types (Type A→I)
of orf138 sequences [42], hence it was named Type J. The maintainer line Tibet B is fertile.
When used as the female parent in crosses with Ogura CMS maintainer lines, it yielded a fully
fertile F2 generation, indicating that it contains multiple pairs of homozygous restorer genes,
or that the variant of orf138 does not cause cytoplasmic male sterility.

2.3. Explores the Relationship among the Three Mitogenomes of Tibet A, NWB YB-A, and DCGMS

Previous research discovered that the mitochondrial genome of NWB CMS YB-A (Gen-
Bank No.MN056360) was an isomeric form of DCGMS mitogenome (GenBank No.KC193578),
and coexisted with another mitochondrial genome structure in YB-A mtDNA [39]. To further
clarify the relationship among the three mitogenomes of Tibet A, YB-A, and DCGMS, we
analyzed the similarities in syntenic sequences, using the Tibet A sequences as a reference. The
comparative analysis found that the three mitochondrial sequences are almost the same, con-
taining a small number of SNPs and indels that may be caused by sequencing bias. However,
the organization of the three mitochondrial genomes is different: the mitogenome of Tibet A
only has one inverted region of 93,573 bp compared to YB-A, and it exhibits one inversion
and one translocation + inversion compared to KC193578 (Figure 2).

Further analysis revealed that ‘active’ recombination events mediated by a 508 bp
short repeat sequence and a 9731 bp long repeat sequence led to multipartite configurations
(Figure 3a). The NWB CMS YB-A mitochondrial genome exhibited a tricircular organiza-
tion, comprising a master circle (MC1) and two subgenomic circles, SC1 and SC2. These
subgenomic circles are derived from recombination events involving a 508 bp short repeat
sequence. Through inverse recombination at this short repeat sequence, SC1 and SC2 could
merge to create another master circle (MC2) sequenced in this study. Similarly, MC2 has the
potential to spawn subgenomes S3 and S4 by undergoing recombination at a 9731 bp long
repeat sequence. Finally, S3 and S4 could engage in recombination, forming another master
circle, MC3 (reportedly the form in the DCGMS mitochondrial genome). To verify all of
the genomic organizations, we completed PCR amplifications with primers binding to the
recombination breakpoints designed by Wang et al. [39]. The PCR data confirmed that
three master circles and four subgenomic circles exist within Tibet A mtDNA (Figure 3b).
Furthermore, to overcome the limitations of PCR-based detection of recombination events,
we propose the ratio of recombinants using some specific long reads obtained through
PacBio sequencing (Figure 3c). Our result indicated that three isoforms of the mitogenome
coexist in Tibet A mtDNA. However, only MC2 could be assembled into a circle form.
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Figure 2. Analysis of syntenic sequences among the DCGMS (KC193578), NWB CMS YB-A
(MN056360), and Tibet A lines. The three parallel bars represent the mitochondrial genomes. Dark-
orange and blue regions in each bar represent the forward and reverse directions of the aligned
genome, respectively. Lines between the two bars indicate the synteny types and locations as fol-
lows: deep-pink, dark-yellow, and light-green represent collinearity, inversion, and translocation +
inversion, respectively.

2.4. Expression of orf463a in Arabidopsis Severely Affects the Development of Floral Organs

To verify whether the candidate gene orf463a can cause male abortion, we designed
four over expression vectors for the genetic transformation of Arabidopsis thaliana (Figure 4a).
The V35S and VAP3-1 constructs contained the 35S and AP3 promoters, respectively,
carrying orf463a fused with the mitochondrial targeting sequence of the yeast nuclear coxIV
gene. To assess whether orf463a retains functionality without a mitochondrial targeting
peptide, a VAP3-2 vector was constructed without the coxIV pre-sequences, in which the
orf463a was driven by the AP3 promoter. The VAP3-CK vector, with the β-glucuronidase
(GUS) gene driven by the AP3 promoter, was transformed into the plants as a control.
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram presenting the five syntenic blocks among the DCGMS, NWB CMS
YB-A, and TibetA mitochondrial genomes, the three convertible master circles (MC), and the combinable
subgenomic circles (SC). Cross lines between SC1 and SC2 and between SC3 and SC4 indicate the
recombination locations. The filled boxes represent repeat sequences. (b) PCR-amplified products with
primers annealing to sequence blocks around the junctions. (c) The PacBio sequencing data for the
sequence of MC1(5 + 4)/MC1(2 + 3)/MC2(5 +3)/MC2(4 + 2)/MC3(1 + 5)/MC3(2 + 3) amplification.
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Figure 4. (a) Vectors for genetic transformation of Arabidopsis. (b–e) Sterile phenotypic charac-
teristics resulting from the genetic transformation of Arabidopsis via vectors VAP3-1 or VAP3-2.
(f) Alexander staining of wild-type Arabidopsis anthers (left) and petal-deficient abortion anthers
(right). (g) Expression analysis of orf463a in transgenic Arabidopsis plants.

A total of 85 T1 generation positive plants were obtained from the genetic transfor-
mation of the four vectors (Table S2 and Figure S3). Only plants transformed with vectors
VAP3-1 and VAP3-2 could induce the male abortion phenotype (Figure 4b). Further observa-
tion of the male sterile flowers in Arabidopsis revealed differences in phenotypes compared
to radish NWB CMS and DCGMS [35,36]. The characteristics of sterile floral organs in
Arabidopsis could be classified into three types: First, petal-less abortion, where the petals
completely degenerated, leaving one–two very thin filaments visible after the sepals were
pulled apart and no stamens (Figure 4c). Second, petal-deficient abortion, where the petals
vary in length and number from normal flowers, with stamen filaments shortened, a re-
duced number of stamens, and some anthers degenerated, while non-degenerated anthers
carried pollen (Figure 4d). Third, petal-like stamen abortion, where the morphology of the
stamen turned petal-like, and the tips contained papillae similar to that found on the stigma
(Figure 4e). Notably, these three types of flowering abnormalities can be observed in VAP3-1
or VAP3-2 transgenic progeny, and often, all three phenotypes are present in the same
plant. Alexander’s staining was used to stain the anthers of wild-type Arabidopsis and
the petal-deficient abortion. The pollen in the chambers of the wild-type anthers could be
stained red, while the pollen within the incomplete petal stamens could not be stained red,
indicating that the pollen was not viable (Figure 4f). Subsequently, the pollen from the petal-
deficient anthers were used to pollinate transgenic sterile plants, which did not produce
seeds, proving that the pollen is abortive. Meanwhile, two sterile T1 plants transformed
with the VAP3-1 and VAP3-2 vectors were randomly selected and crossbred with wild-type
pollen. All T2 progeny exhibited a male sterile phenotype, indicating that the male sterility
phenotype was inheritable. RT-PCR analysis was performed to examine the expression of
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the chimeric gene in the transgenic plants. The results showed that orf463a is ectopically
expressed in transgenic sterile plants (Figure 4g). All results demonstrated that orf463a
can cause sterility in transgenic Arabidopsis plants driven by the AP3 promoter, and the
mitochondrial targeting signal is not necessary. The N-terminal sequence of ORF463a was
predicted by iPSORT to contain a mitochondrial targeting peptide “https://ipsort.hgc.jp/
(accessed on 26 January 2024)”, while SingnalP3.0 analysis suggested that the N-terminal
sequence of ORF463a might be a signal anchor peptide (signal anchor probability: 0.937).
Therefore, orf463a itself may possess a mitochondrial targeting function, which could sat-
isfactorily account for its ability to affect the development of floral organs in trans-genic
Arabidopsis thaliana, even without a mitochondrial targeting sequence.

3. Discussion
3.1. The Mitochondrial Genomes of Tibet A and NWB CMS YB-A and DCGMS Are Coexisting
Isoforms of the Same Mitotype

Plant mitochondrial genomes commonly contain a large number of repeat sequences,
ranging in size from 20 bp to 140 kbp. These repeat sequences play a vital role in the
recombination process of mitochondrial genomes [43]. Repeat sequences can mediate
homologous recombination or rearrangement, leading to the formation of subgenomic
structures or isomers. This can result in heterogeneity of the mitochondrial genome, al-
lowing different substoichiometric mitochondrial genomes to coexist, which is related to
the evolution of the mitochondrial genome [44–50]. Multipartite structures of mtDNA
have been commonly observed in many plant species. For example, the tobacco mitochon-
drial genome demonstrates a complex arrangement, characterized by two isomeric master
circles along with six subgenomic circles [51]. In radish, the mitochondrial genome also
exhibits the coexistence of multiple types. Park et al. confirmed another configuration
of Ogura CMS, which compared with the Ogura CMS mitochondrial genome reported
by Tanaka et al., had an 80 kb sequence inverted. This recombination, mediated by a
311 bp short repeat sequence, resulted in the creation of two subgenomes. The merging
of these two subgenomes with two possible orientations produced these two isomeric
master circles. PCR results confirmed that all multipartite structures coexist within the
same mtDNA [37]. In this study, we discovered that Tibet B is a new type of Ogura CMS,
designated as Type J, based on the differences in the orf138 sequences [42]. We analyzed
the similarities in syntenic sequences with the Ogura CMS Type A mitochondrial genome
(Genbank: NO.AB694744.1) and the Type F Ogura CMS sequenced by Japanese researchers
(Genbank: NO.AP018472.1). A high degree of collinearity was observed between the Type
J mitogenome and Type A mitogenome, reaching 100%, whereas an approximate 88kb
inversion was detected between Type J and Type F (Figure S4). The inversion was mediated
by a 443 bp repeat sequence, and it remains uncertain whether these two mitochondrial
genomes coexist within Tibet B mtDNA. Similarly, Wang et al. previously confirmed the
existence of three master circular mitogenomes in NWB CMS YB-A mtDNA: the YB-A
mitogenome, the DCGMS mitogenome, and another new mitochondrial haplotype. Never-
theless, attempts to assemble this novel mitochondrial haplotype were unsuccessful [39].
In our study, we successfully sequenced and assembled the mitochondrial genome of Tibet
A, identifying it as the previously uncharacterized mitotype within the NWB CMS YB-A
mtDNA, as anticipated by Wang et al. [39]. The mitochondrial genome sequences of Tibet A
showed great similarity to those of the NWB CMS YB-A and DCGMS lines, with only minor
variations such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertions or deletions
(indels), likely resulting from sequencing artifacts. Notably, the Tibet A mitochondrial
genome undergoes recombination through a 508 bp short repeat sequence, thereby es-
tablishing the NWB CMS YB-A mitochondrial configuration. Moreover, it possesses the
potential to evolve into the DCGMS mitochondrial configuration via a 9731 bp long repeat
sequence. Subsequent verification using both PCR and PacBio sequencing data confirmed
the coexistence of these three mitochondrial genomes within the Tibet A mtDNA.

https://ipsort.hgc.jp/
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3.2. Genetic Transformation Confirms That orf463a Is the Functional Gene Controlling Pollen
Abortion in NWB CMS

Genetic transformation is one of the most direct ways to verify gene function [52].
Most successful cases of genetic transformation of CMS sterility genes are achieved by
fusing an MTS at the front of the candidate gene driven by the promoter of an anther-
specific expression gene (such as AP3, TA29, Lat52). Among them, the promoter of AP3
is commonly used and has been successful in the transgenic verification of sterility genes
in multiple crops, such as the beet I-12 CMS sterility gene orf129 in tobacco, the rapeseed
hau CMS sterility gene orf288 in Arabidopsis, and the pigeonpea A4 CMS sterility gene
orf147 in both Arabidopsis and tobacco, all resulting in sterile phenotypes [12,22,23]. In this
study, genetic transformation vectors were constructed using the 35S and AP3 promoters.
It was found that positive Arabidopsis plants transformed with orf463a using the AP3
promoter with or without the MTS of coxIV could obtain male sterile phenotypes. Using
iPSORT and Sing-nalP3.0 software, it was found that the N-terminal sequence of ORF463a
may be a mitochondrial targeting signal peptide, which indicated that the anther-specific
promoter was necessary for the expression of orf463a. The sterile phenotypes of transgenic
Arabidopsis plants were different from those of radishes [35,36], with three different
characteristics: petal-less, petal-deficient, and stamen–carpel conversion. The sterility
gene may not only affect the development of stamens but also significantly influence petal
development. A similar phenomenon was observed in the transformation of the rapeseed
hau CMS sterility gene orf288 into Arabidopsis, but the specific reasons still require further
study [53].

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Plant Materials

We collected a local variety called “Tibet Radish” from the Tibet region in China,
which has a purplish–red skin, white flesh, and an inverted long conical shape. The hybrid
radish variety “CR301” was purchased from the Beijing Shinong Seed Co. (Beijing, China)
(i.e., subsidiary of NongWoo Bio Co., Suwon-si, Republic of Korea) and confirmed to
be NWB CMS through the NWB-specific molecular marker designed by Nahm et al. in
2005 [35]. Using “Tibet Radish” as the male parent and “CR301” as the female parent,
we have developed, through six generations of backcrossing and self-fertilization, the
corresponding NWB CMS sterile line (named Tibet A) and the maintainer line (named Tibet
B), for the purpose of mitochondrial genome sequencing (Figure S5).

4.2. Mitochondrial DNA Extraction, Sequence, and Genome Assembly

Mitochondrial DNA was isolated from approximately 5 g etiolated seedlings, ac-
cording to the instructions of the plant mitochondrial DNA extraction kit (GMS20023.7,
GENMED SCIENTIFICS INC, Shanghai, China). Mitochondrial DNA quality was assessed
using Qubit 3.0 and NanoDrop2000. A combination of short-read (Illumina HiSeq 4000, San
Diego, CA, USA) and long-read sequencing (PacBio Sequel II) technologies was employed
to acquire the full-length mitochondrial genome sequence. Initially, around 1 µg of homozy-
gous and fragmented mitochondrial DNA underwent short insert library construction
following the NEBNext® Ultra™ DNALibrary Prep Kit for Illumina®instructions (New
England Biolabs, MA, USA). The library underwent sequencing using an Illumina NovaSeq
6000 with a 150 bp paired-end read length (BIOZERON Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). Then,
following the instructions of the PacBio Express Template Prep Kit 2.0 (PacBio, Menlo
Park, CA, USA), approximately 5 µg of high-quality mitochondrial DNA was prepared
using BluePippin size selection from Sage Science and sequenced on the Sequel II sys-
tem. Furthermore, data processing involved the removal of Illumina raw reads containing
adapters, possessing a quality score below 20 (Q < 20), or containing ≥10% undetermined
bases and duplicate reads. The short fragments were reassembled utilizing GetOrganelle
v1.6.4 and compared with mitochondrial protein-coding genes in the plant mitochondrial
genome database “https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/release/mitochondrion/ (accessed

https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/release/mitochondrion/
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on 23 August 2023)”. Subsequently, Pacbio long reads were mapped to the potential mito-
chondrial contigs using BLASR v5.1 [54]. Lastly, putative long mitochondrial reads were
assembled using Canu v2.1.1 [55].

4.3. Gene Annotation

Mitochondrial genes were annotated based on the sequence homology alignment.
The encoded proteins were annotated utilizing the online prediction tool GeSeq [56].
Additionally, tRNA and rRNA in the genome were predicted using tRNAscan-SE and
rRNAmmer [57,58]. Scanning for whole-genome ORFs in plant mitochondria was accom-
plished through the ORFFinder “http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gorf/gorf.html (accessed
on 25 August 2023)”. OrganellarGenomeDRAW software (version 1.2) was used to draw
the mitochondrial genome maps [59].

4.4. Prediction of Transmembrane Domains and Comparative Analysis of Radish
Mitochondrial Genomes

The transmembrane domain-encoding sequences in the orf gene were predicted using
the TMHMM server version 2.0 [60]. Repeat sequence analysis was conducted using RE-
Puter software “http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/reputer/ (accessed on 26 August
2023)”. MUMmer (version 3.23) and LASTZ (version 1.03.54) analyzed the collinearity
between radish mitochondrial genomes. Additionally, SNPs were identified with MUMmer
and BLAT (version 35), whereas indels were detected using LASTZ (version 1.03.54), BWA,
and SAMtools. To identify the fragments originating from the chloroplast sequence in the
mitochondrial genome, BLASTN was used to align the radish mitochondrial genome to the
radish chloroplast genome (NCBI No.NC_024469.1), with parameters set as the e-value of
1 × 10−5, and length of ≥100 bp.

4.5. Detection of Mitochondrial Genome Isoforms

PCR was employed to identify mitochondrial genome isoforms within Tibet A mi-
tochondrial DNA (mtDNA) using 10 pairs of primers designed by Wang et al. [36]. Radish
leaf DNA extraction was carried out according to the instructions of the plant genomic
DNA extraction kit (Tiangen Biotech Co., Ltd., Beijing, China). The PCR reaction consisted
of 25 µL, comprising 40 ng DNA, 2.5 µL of 10× Taq Plus Buffer (containing Mg2+), 2 µL of
2.5 mM Super pure dNTPs, 0.5 µL of each of 10 µM forward and re-verse primers, 0.5 µL of
2.5 U/µL Taq Plus, with ddH2O added of up to 25 µL. The PCR program was as follows:
94 ◦C for 5 min; 35 cycles of 94 ◦C for 30 s, 56 ◦C for 30 s, and 72 ◦C for 1 min; 72 ◦C for
10 min. The amplified PCR products were examined with electrophoresis on a 1.5% agarose
gel. The correct product was sequenced by Tsingke-BioTec, Beijing, China.

4.6. Vector Construction and Genetic Transformation of Arabidopsis thaliana

The vectors employed in this study encompass PMD18-T and pCAMBIA2300. PMD18-
T serves as a TA cloning vector, facilitating the integration and subsequent sequencing
of exogenous DNA fragments, while pCAMBIA2300 is utilized for the insertion of target
fragments, enabling genetic transformation in Arabidopsis. The experimental strains in-
cluded the Escherichia coli host strain DH5α, the yeast strain Y187, and the Agrobacterium
tumefaciens strain GV3101. Specifically, E. coli DH5α was leveraged for plasmid amplifica-
tion, the yeast strain Y187 for the amplification of mitochondrial targeting signal sequences,
and the A. tumefaciens strain GV3101 for conducting genetic transformation experiments in
Arabidopsis.

The construction of genetic transformation vectors followed the methodology de-
scribed by Jing et al. [53], which involves constructing vectors harboring the Arabidopsis
thaliana another specific gene APETAL3 (AP3) promoter (ranging from −1 to −867 bp)
and the Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S promoter [50]. Mitochondrial localization
sequences (1 to 75 bp), derived from coxIV (the mitochondrial transit peptide of cytochrome
oxidase subunit IV from yeast), along with the coding frame of orf463a, were amplified

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gorf/gorf.html
http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/reputer/
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using primers coxVIF, T-463aF, and 463aL. These components were subsequently fused
via overlapping extension PCR. Vectors lacking the mitochondrial targeting sequence
were also constructed for comparative purposes. All PCR products were cloned into the
pCAMBIA2300 vector, with the employed primers detailed in Supplementary Table S3.

Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia ecotype served as the biological material for this study.
Genetic transformation was executed using an optimized floral dip method, as previously
enhanced by Clough and Bent [61]. Post-transformation, Arabidopsis seeds were sown on
medium supplemented with Basta, aiding the selection of transformants. Positive T1 plants
were verified through PCR analysis utilizing specific primers, the sequences of which are
enumerated in Supplementary Table S3.

4.7. RNA Extraction and RT-PCR

Total RNA was extracted from flower buds of Arabidopsis thaliana transgenic positive
plants. The extraction process was performed according to the protocol provided by
the RNAprep Pure Plant Total RNA Extraction Kit (Tiangen Biotech Co., Ltd., Beijing,
China). The concentration and quality of the total RNA were assessed using a NanoDrop
2000 spectrophotometer and 1% non-denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis, respectively.
Following this, cDNA was synthesized from 2 µg of total RNA using the FastKing RT Kit
(Tiangen Biotech Co., Ltd., Beijing, China). To detect the expression of orf463a in transgenic
Arabidopsis sterile strains, RT-PCR was conducted with the TUB2 gene serving as an
internal control. The primers used for RT-PCR are listed in Table S3. The amplification
conditions were as follows: an initial denaturation at 94 ◦C for 5 min; followed by 30 cycles
of 98 ◦C for 10 s, 55 ◦C for 15 s, and 72 ◦C for 2 min; with a final extension step at 72 ◦C for
10 min.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a novel isomeric form of NWB CMS line in radish was unveiled through
re-sequencing its mitochondrial genome. We confirmed that orf463a serves as the candidate
sterility gene for NWB CMS. The mitochondrial genomes of Tibet A, NWB CMS YB-A, and
DCGMS were identified as co-existing isomers, all belonging to the same mitotype. It was
established that orf463a can cause male sterility in transgenic Arabidopsis driven by the
AP3 promoter without a mitochondrial targeting signal (MTS).

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/horticulturae10040395/s1. Figure S1: The feature ofsterility can-
didate gene orf463a. (a) Transmembrane domains. (b) Alignment with coxI gene. Figure S2: Alignment
of the base (a) and amino acid sequence (b) between 0gura CMS Type A-orf138 and Tibet B-orf138
(Type J). Figure S3: PCR amplification of transgenic Arabidopsis positive plants. Figure S4: (a) Anal-
ysis of syntenic sequences among the 0gura CMS(AB694744.1), Kosena (AP018472.1), and Tibet B
lines. (b) Schematic diagram presenting the five syntenic blocks among Ogura CMS (AB694744.1),
Kosena (AP018472.1), and Tibet B lines. The two convertible master circles (MC), and the combinable
subgenomic circles (SC). Figure S5: The breeding process of NWB CMS sterile line Tibet A and
maintainer line Tibet B. Table S1: Types and number of tRNA. Table S2: Number of transgenic plants
obtained with each constructs. Table S3: PCR and qRT-PCR primers used in this study.
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